INSTINCT,  INTELLIGENCE AND  CHARACTER
the repressions of mental life.   And there is, of course, no
doubt that it is in questions of sex that the conditions of
modern civilization make most demands on redirection of
instincts.    On the one hand, natural selection will always
tend to keep the sex instinct up to a high level of potential,
for there must always be a tendency for those in whom
it is  strongest to leave  more numerous progeny,  other
tilings being at all equal.   And, on the other hand, modern
civilization makes marriage an event occurring several or
many years after adolescence and leads to post-marital
restrictions and small families, while custom throws such
a veil over all the questionings of the young concerning
their own bodies, where babies come from, and the like,
that there is a state of tension throughout society regarding
these matters not found in  connection  with  any other
instinct.   No doubt repression most commonly occurs here,
and no doubt, too, sublimation is more difficult.   An in-
stinctive pugnacity in a boy can be readily diverted from
quarrelsomeness  and fighting  to  boxing,  to  games  and
mastery in them, to studies and beating others there, even
to setting the teeth and fighting a hard problem in mathe-
matics or Latin translation.   The transitions are not un-
natural.   It is not so easy to know what to do with the
sex instinct.   There is reason to think any kind of work,
physical or mental, games or studies, will carry off some
of   the   energy.    Giving   such   knowledge   (through   the
botanical approach) as makes sex seem natural, and giving
reasonable opportunities for meeting children of the other
sex even if co-education is not possible, are helpful.  Actual
sublimation of the sex instinct is believed by many to
take place in the provinces of music and art, poetry and
the aesthetic side of education generally, and in rehgious
contemplation   and   practices.   Indeed,   with   adolescent
girls, this last can become almost a perversion.   With girls,
the connection of the sex instincts with maternal sentiments
allows of a natural outlet by mothering, playing at house-
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